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complexes(N-(p-iodophenyl)-M-(p-cyanophenyl)Fivecrystalstructuresof hydrogen-bonded
acid, 2-amino-4-( (m-bromelamine.barbital,N,M-diphenylmelamine.S,5-dimethylbarbituric
acid, and
melamine.5,5-dibromobarbituric
mophenyl)amino)-6-chloro-1,3,5-triazine.barbital,
melamine.barbituricacid)arepresented.Theseparticularcomponentsrepresentperturbations
on the moleculesthat were previously used to construct crystallographichydrogen-bonded
tapes(Zerkowski,J. A.; MacDonald,J. C.; Seto,C. T.; Wierda,D. A.; Whitesides,G. M. J. Am.
packin the solidstateaslineartapes,while
Four of the complexes
Chem.Soc.1994,116,2382).
acid complex packs as a crinkled tape due to the
the diphenylmelamine.dimethylbarbituric
closerstackingof tapes permitted by the small methyl substituents. The triad of hydrogen
bondsthat forms tapes is apparentlyrobust to this sort of variation,eventhough someof the
substituentsintroducenoncovalentintertape interactions,such as halogen-nitrogencontacts,
ionicforces,and otherhydrogenbonds. The potentialof suchintertapeinteractionsfor designing
crystallinearchitectureis discussed.
*rosette")
was ferf-butyl, a pseudo-Cacyclic structure (a
was obtained.3 Bar(Et)z (barbital) has been the barbiturate that we used most frequently, although other
substituents on the barbiturate have also generated
crystalline tapes.s
In the researchpresented in this paper, we examined
the influence of larger variations in the structures of both
componentson the structure of the 1:1 cocrystals. With
an unsymmetrically substituted melamine (3, Rr = P-

Introduction
To probe the modifiability and robustnessof hydrogenbondedcocrystalline"tapes",we have beguninvestigating
the effects that major structural changes have on the
formation and packing of tapes. We have shown that
crystalline architecturel could be constructed and rationalizedfrom complexesof 1 and 2. In particular, byvarying
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the steric properties of the substituents R of 1, we have
obtained three structural motifs. When R was a phenyl
ring substituted in the para position with CF3or a smaller
group, we obtained linear tapes.2 When the para substituent on the phenyl group was CO2Me,3the meta
substituent was Cl or Br,4 or when R was tert-butyl,5
crinkled tapeswere obtained. When the para substituent
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ioaopfrlnyl, Rz = p-cyanophenyl), a non-melamine (4),
unsubstituted melamine (5), or significantly truncated
substituents on the barbiturate (R' = Br (6) or H (7)),
linear tapes are still obtained. With the seeminglyminor
perturbation of shortening the ethyl groups of Bar(Et)z
to methyl groups (8), the secondaryarchitecture switched
from a linear to a crinkled motif. We were also interested
in surveyinghowsubstitution patterns of thesekinds might
be used to control intertape orientation, or tertiary
crystalline architecture.

e Abstract published in Aduance ACS Abstracts, August 15, 1994.
(1) To analyzethe packing of these complexes,we define hierarchical
levels of crystalline architecture: the prirnary level is composition and
sequence(formation of 1:1 chains or rings with alternation of melamine
and barbituric acid components);the secondarylevelconsistsof the motif
describing the 1:1 aggregates(for example linear or crinkled tapes and
rosettes); lhe tertiary level consists of the organization and packing of
the tapes in the crystal (for example, as sheetlike or dimeric structures).
(2) Zerkowski, J. A.; MacDonald, J. C.; Seto, C. T.; Wierda, D.A.;
Whitesides,G. M. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1994, 116,2382.
(3) Zerkowski,J. A.;Seto, C. T.;Whitesides, G. M. J. Am. Chem. Soc.
1 9 9 2 ,1 1 4 , 5 4 7 3 .
(4) Zerkowski,J. A.; Mathias, J. P.; Whitesides,G. M. J. Am. Chem.
S o c . 1 9 9 4 .1 1 6 . 4 3 0 5 .
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Results
Figures 1-5 are conglomeratepictures of the sort we
introduced in previouswork. Thesepictures showseveral
(5) Zerkowski,
J. A.; Whitesides,
G. M. J. Am. Chem.Soc.1994,1I6,
4298.
(O
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Table 1. Crystallographic Datas
spacegroup o (A)

complex

b (A)

c (A)

a (deg)b 0 (deg)b T (deg)u

density crystallization
solvent
Co*a (g/cms;'

EtOH
0.052 0.68 1534
Fdd2
30.60335.?60 9.711
Mel(rlI-PhXFCN-Ph).Bar(EtL
MeoH
P1
7.424 9.944 13599 97.34 91.25 95.41 0.059 0.72 1.625
l.Bs;(Er)z
HzO
0 035 0.81 2.284
7.207 U14O 17.072
Ccm2r
Mel.Bar(Brh
HzO
0.045 0.79 L731
15.742
Ccc2
5.052 lZ2
MelH+.BsrHMeOH
0.058 0.?0 1.366
96.16
P2tla
9.295 16.91113.520
Mel(Ph)r.Bor(Me)z
6
. The underlinedcell dimensionsrcpresentthe repeatdistancein a linear tape. A blank indicatpsthat the angleis conshainedto be 90'.
d
=
on rnolecularvolumeg
" This valu€is the crystsllographicreliability index,R Il(F" F.)|/I-F.. Thie valueis the packingcoeflicientbaged
Cr* valuesto 'clareical"Cr values,eee
of our modilied,MacroModel-derived
calculated
usingMaqoModel(seeResults).For a comparison
ref 2. ' Calculated.
different views of the packing of the complexes. Table 1
lists crystallographic data and somegeometric parameters
describing the packing of tapes.
N- (p-IodophenyI )-N'- (p-cyanophenyI )melamine.Barbital, Mel (pI-Ph) (pcN-Ph).Bar ( Et )z ( Figure 1). This complex was investigated to determine
whether interactions between iodine and nitrile groups
could be used to guide the formation of tertiary architecture. Although -CN and -I have similar linear sizes,6
the crystal is well ordered with alternating nitrile and
iodide moieties along the edge of each tape.? Despite
abundant evidencefor interaction betweennitrile groups
and the halogenatoms of organiciodides and bromides in
the solid state,sneither linear nor lateral I- - -NC contacts
is important. The closestI- - -N distanceinvolving nitrile
groupsis that occurring intermolecularly betweenadjacent
melamineswithin a tape, with a magnitude of 4.0 A (t'aw
- 3.5 A).e There is, however,a contact at 3.4 A between
perpendiculartapesinvolving an iodine in tape A in Figure
1 and an NHz nitrogen of a melamine in tape B (seeFigure
6 for a closeupview of this contact).10There are no iodineiodine contacts.
hylbarbit uric
.NI,.NI-Diphenylmelamine.S,5-Dimet
Acid, Mel(Ph)z.Bar(Me)2 (Figure 2). We investigated
this complex to study the influence that the protruding
ethyl groups of Bar(Et)z exert on the packing of tapes.
(6) The Cpl"nyr-Ibond length in this structure is 2.09 A: the Cplenyr-N
distance (skipping over the nitrile carbon) is 2.52 A.
(?) The bond lengths of the cyanophenyl group do not indicate a
significant contribution from the dipolar quinonoid resonancestructure
bond (1.418A) is unchanged from the
i.1n particular, the HN-Cpn"oyr
analogous bonds we have observed in other para substituted diphenylmelamines,which ranged from 1.389to 1.441h.2
\ r'N:{

H,

u:t
)-c=N

\J
i

(8) For a review of halogen-nitrile interactions,see: Desiraju, G. R.;
H a r l o w ,R . L . J . A m . C h e m .S o c . 1 9 8 9 ,1 1 1 , 6 7 5.7C a r t e r ,V . B . ; B r i t t o n ,
D. Acta Crystallogr.1972,828,945.Britton, D. Persp. Str. Chem.1967,
1, 109.For general halogen-nitrogencontacts,see: Xu, K.; Ho, D. M.;
P a s c a l ,R . A . , J r . J . A m . C h e m . S o c . 1 9 9 4 , 1 1 6 , 1 0 5 .
(9) The van der Waals radii we are using are isotropic; H 1.20 A; C
1 . 7 0A ; N 1 . 5 5A ; O 1 . 5 2A ; F 1 . 4 ?A ; C l 1 . 7 5A ; B r 1 . 8 5A ; I 1 . 9 8A . B o n d i ,
A . J . P h y s .C h e m . 1 9 6 4 , 6 8 , 4 4 l .
(10) Intuition suggeststhat the van der Waals radius of an atom should
be dependent,to someextent, upon its hybridization stat€ and the identity
of the atomsto which it is covalentlyattached.There is evidencesupporting
this idea: Bondie cites data purporting that the nitrogen in a nitrile group
has a van der Waals radius of 1.4 A parallel to the CN axis and 1.7 A
perpendicular to it. Some interesting work has appeared on anisotropic
*polar
van der Waals radii suggestingthat halogensin particular undergo
flattening" parallel to the C-X axis and expansion perpendicular to it:
Nyburg, S. C.; Faerman, C. H. Acta Crystallogr. 1985,841,274, and
N y b u r g , S . C . ; F a e r m a n ,C . H . ; P r a s a d ,L . A c t a C r y s t a l l o g r . 1 9 8 7 , 8 4 3 ,
106. Nonetheless, many solid-state chemists seem to prefer Bondi's
isotropic radii as simple, consistent (and successful)approximations, in
the absenceof comprehensive studies of different hybridization classes
of each element. For a discussion,see: Desiraju, G. R. Crysto I Engineering: The Design of Organic Sohds; Elsevier: New York, 1989.

Although we assumedthat the replacementof ethyl with
methyl groups would have no effect on the secondary
architecture,the complex packs as a crinkled tape, rather
than the linear tape observedfor Mel(Ph)z.Bar(Et)2.2
One of the phenyl groups is almost coplanar with the
melamine ring, while the other is more twisted out of the
plane (torsionangles11oand 28o,respectively).With no
substituentsextending very far out of the hydrogen-bonded
plane of the tape (relative to tapes with ethyl groups or
phenyl groups with larger torsion angles),these crinkled
*flat' (seethe end-on view in Figure 2) and
tapes appear
can stack closelyon top of each other. Conversely,there
are no contacts between adjacent stacks of tapes (e.g.,
between tapes B and C in Figure 2). There are two
intratape CH- - -O contactsunder the sum of the van der
Waals radii (-2.7 L).s One involvesan ortho proton on
the nearly in-plane phenyl ring and the neighboring
barbituric acid. The other contact involvesa meta proton
on the other, more twisted phenyl ring and the barbituric
acid three units away in the tape (seethe top of Figure 2).
Both H- - -O distancesare - 2.55 L,
2-Amino-4- ( (m-bromophenyl)amino)-6-chloro- 1,3,5triazine.Barbital, 4.Bar(Et)2 (Figure 3). This melamine
analogue(a triazine)was chosenprimarily becauseit has
only two amine groups. Chlorine is one of many substituents that might go in the remaining ring position,
and the m-bromophenyl ring fortuitously gave good
crystals; neither of these substituents was chosento test
a specifichypothesis. The linear tape motif is preserved,
even though one hydrogen bond has been deleted relative
to complexesconstructed from melamines. The chlorine
and oxygenthat occupy the spaceof the former hydrogen
bond are just at van der Waals contact (distance= 3.3A,
tuaw= 3.341. W i ttrtheremoval ofoneoftheN H R groups,
the phenyl group of the remaining NHR has room to lie
almost coplanarwith the triazine ring: the mean planes
of the two rings differ by only approximately3o. Due to
this orientation of the phenyl ring, one ortho-hydrogenis
positioned close to a barbital oxygen at 2.5 A.
Melamine.5,5-Dibromobarbituric Acid, Mel'Bar(Br)z (Figure 4). This substitutedbarbituric acid (and
barbituric acid itself, Figure 5) wasexaminedto determine
the influence of repiacing the ethyl groups of barbital by
smaller but more polarizableand/or reactivesubstituents.
The bromine atoms of Bar(Br)2 are involved in several
intertape contactswith nitrogen atoms of melamine at2.7
and 2.8 A (I,aw = 3.4 A, seeFigure 7 for a closeupview).
Theseintertape interactionsare reflectedin the high value
of Cr,* (Table 1).
Melamine.Barbituric Acid, MelH+.BarH- (Figure
5). Proton transfer from the CHz of barbituric acid to a
ring nitrogen of melamine has occurred. This complex
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Figure 1. Viewsof the Mel(pI-Ph)(pCN-Ph)'Bar(Et)2complex'
also has a high value of Crx. The crystallographically
infinite hydrogen-bondedaxes of the tapes are parallel
within a stack of tapes, but adjacent stacks are twisted
by ?8o with respectto each other. This structure is the
first in which we have observednonparallel tapes.
Packing Fractions. The values of Co*tt for the
complexesincorporatingBar(Br)z and BarH- are higher
than normal for organic molecular crystals'l2 The value
for Mel.Bar(Br)z is the highest we have observedin any
tape. This increase in the efficiency of space filling is

probably due to two factors. The first is the presenceof
(11) ck = NV.orlV*1, where N is the number of moleculesin a unit
cell, V-o1ii the molecular volume, and 7*u is the volume of the unit cell.
Kitaigorodsky, A. l. Organic Chemicql Crystollography; Consultants
Bureiu: New York, 1961.For a discussionof the relationship between
our modified c1* values and traditionally calculated cr, values, seeref 2.
(12) Values of Cl usually range from roughly 0.65 to 0.77: Desiraju,
G. R. Crysta I Engineering: The Design of Organic Solids; Elsevier: New
York, 19-89;Chapter2. Someof the highestvalueslisted byKitaigorodskyrl
are 0.?85 (p-quaterphenyl), 0.?81 (1,2-anthraquinone),and 0.805(perylene).
The value for graphite is 0.88?, which can probably be considered an
effective upper limit.
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Figure 2. Viewsof the Mel(Ph)r.Bar(Me): compler,Hydrogenatomshavebeenomitted from the central,end-onview for clarity.
strongelectrostaticintertape forcessuchasthosebetween
bromine and nitrogen atoms in Mel'Bar(Br)z and the
ionic interactionsin MelH+.BarH-. Ionic interactions in
crystals of the latter compound causethem to have a high
density (L.737g/cm3)for a material containing only C, H,
O, and N.13 The secondfactor is geometric: the individual
molecules are flatter than melamines and barbiturates
substituted with phenyl or ethyl groups; this shape allows
the tapes to stack with little empty space between them.

Discussion
The complexof Mel(eI-Ph) (rrCN-Ph) with Bar(Et)z
was investigated because it represented a preliminary
experiment in the control of tertiary architecture. We
hypothesizedthat this complex might pack analogously
tothe Mel(pI-Ph)z.Bar(Et)2 complex(Figure8).2 There
were extensive I- - -I contacts between tapes in that
complex;we thoughtthatreplacing oneiodine witha nitrile
group would allow for virtually isostructural packing and
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Figure 3. Viewsof the 4.Bar(Et)2complex.
the introduction of I- - -CN interactions.T'l4 Instead, a
different kind of packing arrangementoccurred,namely,
the head-to-tail dimeric orientation of tapes that we have
(13) Extensive hydrogen bonding in the solid state can lead to high
densitiesin organic crystals.For example, the density of cyanuric acid
is 1.82 g/cms (Dietrich, H.; Scheringer,C.; Meyer, H.; Schulte, K.-W.;
Schweig,A. Acta Crystallogr. lg7g, 835,1191);oxalic acid = 1.91g/cm3
(Derissen,J. L.; Smit, P.H. Acta Crystallogr.1974,830,2240);oxamide
= 1.67g/cmS(Ayerst,E. M.;Duke, J. R. C. Acta Crystallogr.1954,7,588);
octahydroxycyclobutane= 1.98 g/cm3 (Bock, C. M. J. Am. Chem. Soc.
1968,90, 2748);squaric acid = 1.90g/cm3 (Semmingsen,D.; Hollander,
F . J . ; K o e t z l e ,T . F . J . C h e m . P h y s . 1 9 7 7 , 6 6 , 4 4 0 5 ) .
(14) We have previouslyobservedan iodine-nitrile interaction in the
N,N'-bis(m-iodophenyl)melamine.barbital.acetonitrilecrystalline solvate.a

observed in many complexes.2'4In this structure, an
iodine- - -nitrogen interaction different from the one we
expected was formed (Figure 6). This contact, which is
only about 0.1 A under the sum of van der Waals radii, is
probably weak, but it may help to stabilize the perpenThe intended packing
dicular orientation of tapes.15'16
arrangement shown at the bottom of Figure 8 may have
(15) Since the iodine atoms in the Mel(el-Ph)z.Bar(Et)z complex
were involved in interactions among themselves,they did not engagein
short contacts with nitrogen in that complex.2
(16) We have not searchedfor polymorphs of this complex (nor of any
of the structures presented in this paper); other packing arrangements,
perhaps even the proposed one shown in Figure 8, could of course occur
for this complex.
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Figure 4. Viewsof the Mel.Bar(Br)2complex.
The extensive
Br- - -N interactions
havebeenomittedfrom all theseviewsfor
clarity;seeFigure7 for a closeupof theseinteractions.
failed to form becausethe strong dipoles of the nitriles
would havebeentoo closeto eachother in an unfavorable
head-to-headorientation.17
The difference between hypothesized and observed
structures emphasizesthat it is still difficult to predict
solid-statestructures, even when the prediction is based
on a relatively modest changeto a known structure.
The hypothesis motivating our study of the Mel(Ph)2.Bar(Me)z complexwasthat smallalkyl substituents
on the barbiturate componentwould permit closestacking
of tapes. The Mel(Ph)z.Bar(Et)z complexpacksaslinear
tapes,its tertiary architectureconsistingof dimers of tapes
arranged in a herringbone pattern.2 We suspectedthat
replacement of ethyl groups with methyl groups might
alter this dimer-basedpacking to a sheetlikearrangement,
similar to that observed in 4.Bar(Et)2 (Figure 3) or
Mel.Bar(Br)z (Figure4), whereall the tape backbonesin
a given stack are parallel.
( 1 7 ) G a v e z z o t t iA
, . J . P h y s .C h e m . l 9 9 0 , 9 4 , 4 3 1 9 .

While the crinkled tape that resulteddoesdisplaysome
of the close-stacking features that small barbiturate
substituentsshould allow,the crossoverto a crinkled motif
wasentirely unexpected. On closerexamination,however,
the factors that favor adoption of a crinkled motif become
clearer. One of the phenyl rings of Mel(Ph)z is nearly
coplanarto the triazine ring. It thus protrudes into the
region of space that phen-r,'lgroups on a neighboring
melaminein a linear tape would needto occupy. The flat,
in-plane orientation of this phenyl group is favored by
stackinginteractionsbetweentwo tapes (e.g.,C and D in
Figure2) involvingboth the heterocyclic,hydrogen-bonded
backbone rings and the aromatic substituents. The
intended closestacking of tapes arising from a reduction
in the ratio of alkyl to aryl surface area has therefore
occurred,but maximal closepackingof flat, aromaticand
heterocyclicsurfacesat the tertiary level is apparently
energetically favorable enough to dictate the motif of
secondaryarchitecturethat is adopted.
The 4.Bar(Et)z complexwasinvestigatedto seeif 3-fold
hydrogen bonding is essential to the construction of
cocrystallinetapes betweenbarbituratesand derivatives
of triazines. Evidently, it is not. We do not know if the
approachof the chlorineto the oxygenatom is energeticallr'
favorableor repulsive. If repulsive,it is apparentlv not
strong enoughto overwhelmthe favorabletape-forming
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Figure 6. Closeup of the iodine-nitrogen interaction between
two perpendicularmelaminesin Mel(eI-Ph) (rrCN-Ph)'Bar(Et)2. The melamine on the Ieft belongsto tape A in Figure 1;
the melamine on the right belongsto tape B. The number adjacent
to the dashed line that indicates this interaction represents the
value of the distance of the contact minus the sum of the van der
Waals radii (in angstroms).

{.02- -

interactionsinvolving
Figure 7. Closeupof the intermolecular
brominesin Mel.Bar(Br)2.The lettersindicateto whichtape
belong.The numbersadjacentto the
in Figure4 the molecules
dashedlinesthat indicatetheseinteractionsrepresentthe value
of the distanceof the contactminusthe sumof the vander Waals
radii (in angstroms).The hydrogenatoms were placed in
with a N-H
refinement,
positionsfor crystallographic
calculated
bondlengthof 0.9A.

Figure 8. Back-to-backorientationsof two tapeslinked by
noncovalentinteractionsbetweensubstituentsin the para
At the top is the obserued
positionsof the diphenylmelamines.
At thebottom
structureof the Mel(pI-Ph)z.Bar(Et)2complex.z
might
that wepredicted(incorrectly)
isthehypotheticalstructure
resultby replacingoneiodinewith a nitrile group.The observed
structureis givenin Figure1.

*muhydrogen bonds.l8 In a structural sense,we have
tated" the symmetrically substituted melamine component
that we have usually employedfor constructingtapes into
this kind of chlorotriazine by replacing one NHR group
(R = alkyl or aryl) with a chlorine atom.le As a result, an
indentation or hole hasbeengeneratedalongthe periphery
of the linear tape (see Figure 3).20 Note that a nearly
coplanar orientation of the bromophenyl and triazine
groups can be accommodatedby the linear motif when
the other substituent on the triazine ring is small (chlorine
in 4 comparedto NHPh in Mel(Ph)z).
The key feature of both complexes incorporating
melamine is that some of the hydrogen-bondingsites of
the melamineremain unutilized by the formation of linear
tapes. That is, one edgeof the planar melamine molecule,
representinga donor-acceptor-donortriad (HN-N-NH),
is uncomplexed. It is therefore free to engagein intertape
interactions that can direct tertiary architecture. The
occurrenceof severalclosecontactsinvolving bromine and

nitrogenatomsin the Bar(Br)z complex(Figure7) is due
to the availability of thesemelaminesitesfor participation
in electrostatic interactions.8
In the MelH+.BarH- complex,the uncomplexedstate
of one ring nitrogen of melamine permits proton transfer
from the CHz group of barbituric acid. Protonation creates
ionic interactionsbetweenMelH+ and BarH- both within
and between tapes, and the hydrogen-bonding network
throughoutthe crystal is three-dimensional.To maximize
the influence that these strong forces can provide and
thereby minimize the lattice energy, stacks of the tapes
twist with respectto eachother. This crystal structure is
the only one in which we have observed tapes with
nonparallel axes. We hypothesizethat in the absenceof
such strong intertape forces, the arrangement of tapes
that permits the closestpossible packing (reflected in a
high Cr*) is one in which the hydrogen-bondedaxesof all
tapes are parallel.
Conclusions

(18) The retention of thelinear motif cannot be ascribed to the CI"'O
contact, since a crinkled tape or a rosette would also contain this contact.
(19) In a synthetic sense, the transformation is in the opposite
direction: the chlorotriazine is a precursor to the melamine.
(20) Tapes of this general shape may be useful for inducing backto-backpackingoftapes through a knob-into-holeapproach;a protruding
substituent, perhaps appended to the para position of the phenyl ring,
might dovetail efficiently into the cleft on a neighboring tape.

The crystal structures presentedin this paper demonstrate that hydrogen-bondedcocrystalline tapes are robust
to a wide range of structural variations. Even variations
that preclude formation of the full triad of hydrogen bonds,
such as replacementof a melamine by a chlorotriazine,do

Hydrogen-Bonded Crystalline Tapes
not disrupt the tape motif. Interactions between tapes
involving bromine-nitrogen contacts, ionic forces, or
hydrogen bonds can lead to closepacking of tapes and to
high densities. Intertape stacking interactions appear to
be able to causea switch from a linear to a crinkled motif.
This phenomenonruns counter to our previous hypothesis
that intratape steric effects are most likely to force
adoption of a crinkled motif.s On the other hand, we have
also noted that electrostatic interactions (e.g.,CH- - -O
contacts)or the packing oftapes around trapped solvent
molecules may play a role in crinkling.a The Mel(Ph)z.Bar(Me)z complex can be viewed as combining
thesetwo effects: the immediate causeleading to crinkling
is intratape (secondary) steric repulsion involving flat
phenyl groups, but the underlying cause is favorable
intertape (tertiary) stacking of these groups and the
heterocyclic tape backbones. These initial forays into
controlling tertiary architecture show that moieties that
are capable of engagingin noncovalent interactions can
be appendedto the peripheriesof tapes. Directing those
interactions in a specific manner, however, remains a
challenge.
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temperatureevaporationof solutionsof the complexesin ethanol
and methanol, respectively,in l-dram screw-top vials with the
lids resting looselyon top of the vials. Crystals of Mel(Ph)z'Bar(Me)z were obtained by room-temperature evaporation of a
solution of the complex in methanol in a glass beaker with a
watchglassresting on top of the beaker.
Mel.Bar(Br)z and MelH+'BarH-. Solutions of melamine
and the barbituric acid (both 0.1 M) were prepared in distilled
HzO and heated on a steam bath. When the temperature of the
oC, they were combined in an
solutions was approximately ?0
Erlenmeyer flask. This flask was loosely capped and was placed
in a Dewar flask that contained approximately 25 mL of water
oC on a steam bath. The
that had also been heated to about 70
Dewar flask was corked and allowed to rest undisturbed for at
least 24 h as it cooled to room temperature. Crystals of the
complex developedduring this cooling period'
X-ray Crystallography. Data on the Mel(pI-Ph)(pCNPh).Bar(Et )zand Mel(Ph)rBar(Me)z complexeswerecollected
on a Rigaku AFC5R diffractometer equipped with a rotating
anode generator by Molecular Structure Corp., The Woodlands,
TX. Data on the other complexeswere collected on a Siemens
P3 diffractometer at Harvard. All structures were solved and
refined at Harvard using the SHELXTL-PLUS, SHELXS-86,
and SHELXL-93 package of programs. For details of data
collection, structure solution, and refinement, see the supplementary material.

Experimental Section
General Methods. N-(p-Iodophenyl)-M-(p-cyanophenyl)((rn-bromophemelamine(Mel(eI-Ph) (rrCN-Ph)), 2-amino-4(4),N,N,-diphenylmelamine
1,3,5-triazine
nyl)amino)-6-chloroacid (Bar(Me)z)were
(Mel(Ph)z),and 5,5-dimethylbarbituric
The
preparedaccordingto previouslypublishedprocedures.2'4'5
supplementarymaterial contains spectroscopicdetails and
elementalanalyses(seeparagraphat end of paper). Melamine
and dibromobarbituricacidwereobtainedfrom Aldrich Chemicals,barbital from Fisher Scientific,and barbituric acid from
Alfa Products. Solventswerereagentgradeand wereusedas
receivedwithout purification.
Crystallizations. Mel(pI-Ph) (pCN-Ph)'Bar(Et)2,4'Bar(Et)2, and Mel(Ph)z'Bar(Me)r. These 1:1 complexeswere
preparedaccordingto proceduresdescribedpreviously.z'r's
Crystalsof the first two complexeswere obtainedby room-
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